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Eliminates urinal odours

Saves water

Lowers carbon footprint

Reduces blockages

Improves hygiene

Eradicates urinal flooding

Eliminates the need for harmful chemicals

Improves the user’s washroom experience

Helps you to protect the environment

Huge savings on new-build

Anti-vandal system

UNIQUE
FEATURES

Saving money, being more productive and yet sustainable presents challenges to 
most organisations today. More and more are looking at how to reduce waste and 
energy whilst enhancing their profitability.

The URIFRESH ECOTM and associated service is essential for your business. It can help protect the 
environment by eliminating urinal water usage, eradicating urinal energy usage from flush controls or 
constant flushing and remove the need for harmful and hazardous cleaning chemicals.

In our evolving environment where customer perception is integral to success, providing staff and 
visitors with a pleasant washroom experience is vital. The URIFRESH ECOTM system combines market 
leading products to free your urinals from odours and flooding.

The dual patented system reduces blockages that can cause unsightly, over flowing urinals. The 
URIFRESH ECO TM solution improves the washroom hygiene and services, thus ensuring your staff and 
visitors have a positive view of your business and premises.

Why use URIFRESH ECO TM ?
Urinal flushing is one of the worst offenders 
when it comes to excess water consumption in 
buildings. Not only is there huge wastage but 
rising water charges mean that it is a problem 
your business cannot afford to ignore.

The URIFRESH ECOTM system, utilising our 
pioneering technology, provides a cost 
effective and environmentally friendly 
solution that can eradicate urinal water 
consumption. URIFRESH ECOTM is proven to 
eliminate urinal flooding and provide a more 
hygienic and odour free solution.

A complete, environmentally friendly, 
urinal hygiene service

www.urifresh.com

1. Cartridge

2. Debris Catcher

3. Hygiene Seal

4. Flow Continuity

Key benefits
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A urinal flushing 4 times per hour with a 9 litre 
cistern will flush away 315360 litres 

of drinking water per year.

That's a cost of between €880 and €1190 to you 
and 108kg CO2e to the environment.

URIFRESH ECO waterless urinals fit
98% of all existing urinals and are

guaranteed odour and blockage free.




